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The Unit Process
ELIZABETH BERRY

ad-IT

I
WAS ABOUT A year ago that I

dressed a group Of Eng liSb teachers
in a Southern- state. I.,00ke on trends in
teaching: English- in the United States.
More specifically, discussed unitteaCh-
ingintegrated' programs, creativity, and.
the role of pSychology and :guidance in
a modern' English ptogram. My
trice were attentive enough; but Lsensed
an indifference _tO what I. had to. say.
'When:I asked far comments, several
saidthatthey had:been _doing:Unitteach-
ing. In fact,. this teemed to- be the con-
census of the group. They apparently-
wanted to 'knOW what else could_ , be
done:

I -waS_SomeWhat baffled; for I knew
that- once -they understood unit .teaching,
they Would- knoW what- else -Could -be
done. -Pinally -One of the teat-her-S. came
to rescue._ She suggested -that I. have
each- person- take a piete of paper and
-write a question pertaining-to unitleaCh-
ins that -he- would-like' to have_ discussed.
This°Was 'clone. As I examined the gues-
tionS;. I noticed that a number -of them
-were-the perennial ones: How can the
EngliSh teacher create interest-4i Julius.
Caesar? How should book reports be-
'made? How much grammar should be
covered: each year? -Should all seniorSbe-
Tequired to read-. "The Eve of Saint
Agnes. ?" Should literature, be taught
chronologically Or according to types?
All Of .these queStionS revealed -a -corn-
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plete lack of knowledge of :unit teach-
ing? Finally, I came to :some more_fOr-
ward looking, questions,_ posed by- one
Who said,, "Exactly what is a unit?"
"How do you go about-teaching a Unit?"
"What is the prodeSS?"'

It was these latter-questions thatsaVe
me a due -to the diffitulty,I-read them to
the group. and asked for discussion.
What is -a unit? What it Ainit teaching?
What iSthe:proceSs? Many and varied
were the answers I got. Some thought
that unit teaching meant taking a topic
and sticking, to -it for a month or So.
Thus- they conceived Of teaching a unit
Onlvanhoe or Verbs: Some thought that
the prime .purpose. of unit teaching was
't0 provide for individual .differences,.
little realiting that this. was -only- a sec-
ondary matter and that any teacher re-
gardleSs- of method could provide for
individual differences if flie-So wanted to.
Of course, some of the teachers
Occasionally read an article on a unit
some 'English teachet had' taught.. Per-
haps they had tried- such a method, big

Of the context -of the philosophy in
volved. Many of theSe leathers -Were
simply taking suggested Methods and
trying to incorporate them into- the- tra-
ditional philosophy that had guided
their- former -teaching. Stith procedures
had led:to-further confusion of the ends
and means desired; since methods
;emerge from philosophy- 'and give it
Meaning: The' value of our discussion;
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lay in the :frankness with which these
teachers Were willing to face their prob-
lem: It =was not easy for one of them to
pave. the way and say: Exactly what is-
a unit? What is unit teaching? What is
the-process?

I would like to say this at this time.
I kilo* of no way to Straddle the:fence
in the teaching, of English: It is impera,
tive that philosophy and methods- -are
consistent if worthwhile results are to
'coin; There-is no such thing,as an, effec-
titre teacher of EngliSh-,using an: eclectic.
approach. To be eclectic is but to .admit
that one posseSSes 'neither a -good- Work-
ing _knowledge of: existing philosophies.
-nor has' yet created .a -sound one, of his
own. As one ,distinguished educator r6.
tently said, "To he etlettic is to operate
With no 'philosophy at. all." Since very
Id* educators in any generation are: able
to.deal with the difficulties
the :establishment of a new philosophy,
it would besafeto say that the, majority
of English teachers in Amerita today
are-modern English teachers, traditional
English teachers, Or ,torifuSed, English
teachers. Eng-
lish

,To thoSe who are modern
teachers; to those who are-confused

English teachers,. and to those- Who may
wish -to examinea viewpoint :contrary .to
their own, I address the. forthcoming re-
marks.

II

Grasp, Of the real, significance- of unit
teaching lies _in an_ understanding of the
,philosophic. point of view with which it
is Associated.. In,:retent.- years- there has
been-_awiritensi&ation ,Of the argument
concerning traditional versus. modern

[March

education: T_ hiS argument has special sig,
nifitante [to English: teachers because the
unit inethod: of teaching. English- advo-
cated, in the NCTE, curriculum guides
stems-from the Modern- philosophy- of
education set forth by John Dewey
,many years- ago. Let. me be clear -at this
-point; John= DeWey di& not introduce
Unit Methods-of teaching; but _lid Aid- set
-forth the philosophy from which the
unit proteSS could naturally emerge.-Un-
fortunately,- John Dewey was, far- in ad-
vance atilt educators of his time.. Only
a -few understood what he had to say.
'Too often,:he.tvas misquoted, misUnder--
stood:, TOO ofteri,, int/it:years ofihis day
he was blamed for ideas and practices
that ,he mightily condemned: Even John
Dewey's 'most severe critics seldom,
doubted the validity of the: educational
philosophy he expressed. They :blame
him rititfOr setting forth:a false philoso-
phy, -but rather for recommending edu-
cational, theory and practice that the
average teacher is not intelligent enough
to comprehend and use. ItiSmot the

of this paper to debate theiintelli-
gente,Of classroom .teacheit. I will- leave
this debate to Some.ofthe'critics of John
Dewey who hire brought it- up. There
are probably.Many factorS involved.:Ctil-
tural lag_iivsotial change, over- crowded
classroorns, psychological -fear of change,.
these and other:factors doubtless played'
a part. For some reason -or other, ithas
taken:most educators at _least forty years-
to free themselves sufficiently to:look at
Dewey, iii,perspettive and diScoVer what
he actually said.: Those who have done
.so are amazed at the soundness of his
thought.
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According to John betvey,_ the argu-
ment is not progrethive versus tradi-
tionat,edUcation; :and let me be quick
to add that John Dewey belonged to
neither progressive nor traditional
-of thought. The argument. is not
whether or not children, Should -master
fundamental -skills and facts. Both
Dewey and his 'opponents recognized
that students had to possess facts' and
skillSto think effectively. The argument
is not Whether or not children should,be
taught to think Both Dewey and, his
opponents thought children -should, -be-
taught, to think. The basic argument in
educational method and practite con=
cerns the nature -Of education., The_baSic
argument between Dewey 'and the .tra-
ditionalists he, dondemned is a di, rOca-
.in theory, Of how people think.

The guidance of learning to think in-
the classroom has for long been under
the dominance of formal logic, especially
on the upper levels. Formal traditional
logic is the science Of valid inference
as distinguiShed from. a -systematic psy-
chological study-of how the mind works.
Descartes, as long agO AS-1637, diitin-
-guiShectbetWeen that logic which' is use-
ful in explaining to others what is al-,
ready 'known and the logic which ap-
=pears in learning something new. The
distinction -did not affect teaching until
comparatiVely modern 'times. John
'Dewey paved'the way: Dewey wanted-a
functional-curriculum inot, As' many of,
his critics, allege, because he was con-
cerned to make -pleasurable pupil ac,
tivity a substitute f6r thought, but
rather, because he wanted a._school pro-
gram : :which- would proVide the young
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with conditions essential to reflective
thinking. According to DeWey,thinking
is not _listening, it is not memorizing, it
is not reciting. Thinking is not formal
logic. Although all of. these skills are
phases of the thinking process, they are
not reflective thinking. Thinking is' a
process through which meanings are de-
veloped, ,Clarifiect, and tested- by first
hand-ekperience inproblem,solving. For
all practical purposes,. Dewey-considered.
reflective thinking- and- problem solving
one and-the sole:

The -foregoing discussion provides
background material, -but still-the _reader
is likely to ask:-"But what dOes,this have
to- do with the English: class?.* "What-
does 'it have to do with 'unit teaching ?"
"How does the' mind actually work?'-'r
"What is the thinking process ?" I -be-
lieve that it was Kilpatrick who once
said "We learn- what we live, we learn
each item we -Elie as we accept, it, and-
We learn_ it to: the degree that we accept
it." I will answer -these questions then
by relating to you how 'I: myself came to
clarify -my own_.knowledge of the phi-
losophy ofedUcation whiCh underlies'the
unit- process.,

It -was eight years ago that I tOok,a
_graduate course in, philosophy of educa-
tion with John' Childs. As I have previ-
ously emphasized,. unit _teaching stems
from the philosophy- of- education set
forth by JOhn,Dowey; :and' John Childs
was one of his disciples, John Childs-be-
lieved that Dewey's philosophy had
often been misinterpreted- and misap-
plied. He said so, and he set about to
straighten out the thinking_ of thiS,grad-
uato class. InadVertently, he did this
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to. me. Our -class was 'a large one, about
two hundred students. It was the last
class -that Childs would teach beforeage
made -it mandatory -for -hiM to retire.
order to be heard in this small _audi-
torium ,classroom; it was necessary for
class- :members to Stand ,to recite. Each-
,session vegan with some puzzling prob-
lem or question that the ,prolessor
brought to light. It was about theifOurth
week- of- class that John Childs- tried .to-
evoke a 'discussion on "How people
think,"- for he -knew that this Was the
root. of -nlisinterpretation:in educational
thought. No=letudent volunteered- to:re-
cite,, so. he called- _upon me. .I was not
prepared, so I 'Old him so. Still he in-
sisted. Again I' ,prOtested that I Was-not
-prepared- to recite; Still-.he insisted. All
-dyes were upon inc.. I was desperate:
There seemed no -Way out. Slowly, I got

hadnot the least idea what I would
say. I 'had not read the Weekly assign=
Ment. As .I rose to my feet, I thought
Myself, "How do I think?" I was no-
longerconcerned with how other people
think. If _ever I needed--to think, it was
then: It was :only -a 'few seconds that I
desperately dwelled On thistopic..How
do I:think? BOW does my Own- mind
work? In a.,flash,, the answer -can*: .1
think WhenTam confronted with a prob-
lem. Slowly, I looked at the ,professor,
-"Thinking originates when a perSon.has
a, prObleni: His - problem arises .out of 'his
everyday experiences in living. This is
Where he gets problem." John
Childs looked at me and said, "Excel,
lent." In reality he-Was a very leincLinan
-wholnew how to give a student support
at the proper time. Then, he said,

"What do you do when you are con-
fronted with 'a problem?" Again, I
-thought of ..iy own situationin the 020
room. I recalled that I had hesitated
When asked to recite,..and in ,my -hesita-
tion I had toted-the choices of behavior
-opem to 'me: could get- up- and try to
recite, even though I had not read-the
text. I could refiite to recite and hold
my ground. Or I could leave the class.
I-could think:of no other ways to ,handle:
the -situation. I tried to refuse to recite,
but John Childs failed to accept my re-
fusal. decided that leaving the class
would, create an _ernotional tension for
the ,professor,- students, and nie..Further-
more, 'it' Would be .1. cowardly way out;
I saw only one othe -choice, to try even
if I exposed my ignorance. I -therefore
made that choice. As I reconstructed.
-these recent experientesi_all, of-a Sudden,

.could. give my answer, "When -a per-
Son -hat a prOblem,:he makes an ,anarysiS
Of the situation. From this analysis, he
is able to deterniine -the best course of
action:, A person then. ads- Upon lit de-!
tision:"' John Childs looked at_me and
.said, "But suppose he, fails?" Quickly,
I. recounted my own, experienceS, and I
_said, "Then he,,goes-back 'and,:ree,xam-
:hies the Situation and decides ,upon 'an
alternate course' of action." And- John
Childs asked, "When does 'he know he
has made the right 'choice?" Automati-
cally, I answered, "If it solves_his prob-
lem._ If he gets the results he is after.
If it 'works." And- then I added, "To.
the extent that his thinking processes
are adequate. and to the extent that his
-psychological state of mind- is.sourid, to
that extent-Will his actions and-results re-
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flect 'the- best intereSt of himself and so-
ciety." I thought a moment -more. and
said, "If his problem is satisfactorily
-solved, -he- will doubtless inake- a gen-
eralization or try to apply The knOwl,
edge gained to -new situations Of ,similar
nature._ He= .might tell his friends,about_
'it when they are _confronted with similar.
,problems. In any event, he stores up the
knowledge he has :gained through first
hand experience =in Problem salving-for
future use."

John Childs -went over the thinking
process, 'using -more :technical terms than
I might _apply. -After class, I hurried_ to
the library, rushed to the CaitIcatalogdei
then:,to the shelf. I was eager to ,get
John, Dewey's book How We Think.
I relaxed: as read: a summary of the
-thinking process.. He had said what I
had said; only years before: dis-
Covered what he -had discovered, further-
more, I had discovered' the _key to the,
unit process. Unit teaching is problem.
solving, -and- problem solving is -reflec-
tive thinking. This is the greatest skill
of -them all,-,-the ability to ,solve prob-
lems. The stepsinproblem solving-may
be' stated (I) Thinking originates
when a person is facecl'With a.problera,
puzzling situation, or -diiemma that, .re-
.quires solution. .(.2). Thernext step-is its
location' an4,definition. (3) A further
analysis' of the problem: leads to sugges-
tions of-.a posSible solution, or a ,plo- of
action. (4) There is, then development
by experimentation; fact 'finding, and
reasoning_ of the bearings of the sugges-
tion' or' plan of action, and' -(-S) Finally,
furthek analysis, experimentation, and
observation lea& to acceptance or rejec--

lion of the proposed solution, :hypothe-
sis,, or-plan:

III

These_ are the :major steps of the scien-
tific method of inquiry, of ,reflective
-thinking,. of problem solving. It- is- easy
to see 'how they apply the acquisitibn
of scientific :knowledge, andit is _easy to
see how the Science_ teacher' can apply
these principles in, a- scientific classitoM.
The 'English teacher is-therefore likely-
to say,, "But isn't that a-method- of sci-
ence?"' TO -those; I ,replyi_ "Don't' let the
word scienti fic mislead -you. On- first
thought; you .may-think that the scien-
tific .method of inquiry -is good:only for
scientists.. Yotiniay-say-that only science=
is objective,- language is not. But if you
think,againi, you Will realize that what-,
ever objectivity may ,inean,_ it-,does- not
Mean the absence of a- point -of -vie*.
The methods of science are 'also- the
methods Of expoSition. All truly great
.articulate-men from'Shakespeare to Ein-
stein have, known -the ithportatiee of in-
=tuition -a& well as cOgnitiOn. They know
that' their dreams as well as their logic
come to repair them and:help theni.out..
They are not afraid to dream-in symbol's
of great power, for theyiknow that their
Contributions and- achievements are de-
pendent upon- both feeling and 'form,
'The* method of sCientifiC inquiry, prob-
lem solving, -reflective thinking-,-call it
whateVer you also the method'
of_tnit teachingiii

The ifOregoing illustration and ex-
planation are included with purpose;
While it, may sound easy. enough to-
-verbalize the -thinking process; it is far
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from easy to understand .it. Otherwise
so -many people would not be living in
Confusion today. Those English teachers
who -do not fully-Understand the prob.
leni solving or = reflective thinking Tproc-
esS should take'carefUl note of their own
actiOns until :they develop-an,awareness
of .it.. In.the final analySis,, living :a life
is continuous_ problem solVing. Some-
times several problems are in the process
Of solution all at once. For the person
'Who, is a:good -problem solver, life pro-
ceeds in an orderly _fashion: He uses his
comm_ unitation skills to solve his prob-
Idris by reflective thinking..On the.other
land, 'a fuzzy- thinker lives in chaos.
To develop -a-sensitivity to the thinking
process, the English teacher must ek-
aniine his own-daily activities. Examples
Similar to these will serve: the purpose.
(E) It is a Friday evening, ,yoU are ex-
pecting a week-end guest. There are a
number of things- that you must do-be-
fore your guest- arrives Saturday morn,
ing_-on'the,eleven o'doCk train. How do.
you prOceedt (2) One of your students
has become a 'ilikipline,prOblem_ in your
fourth period English class. What steps
:do-you lake in the-solution of this-prob-
lem? (3) You will soon finish yourniat-
ters degree. You would :like to locate in
-another area -where salaries are better.
You are-uncertain, however, where you
should go. Ho* will you solve this
problem. (4) You: have been asked to
speak at the next PTA meeting on the
topic "Current Issues. and .Problems
the Teaching of English:" How do-you
prepare for Meeting? .(5) In your
city an election is being held on_theissue
of fluoridation of the city water- supply.

You know nothing about fluoridation
but you 'realize_ that you should go to
the polli and -Vote. How do you pro-
cat. You are' not certain which make or-
model :is best. You have considered
Geed? (6) 'You- would like-to buy a -new
.changing from:the:Standard model to a
compact. How will you ,proceed to a
solution of this problem? (7) You are
Overweight., You ought to lose about
twenty -five pounds.. You have decided to
gift this matter consideration: What do
you do? These are but typical:problems
that any -number of English teachers
might face. An educated' person ap-
proathes these problems in an orderly
way. He mentally or- otherwise ,clefines-
his problem, analyzes it from many
angles, decides Upon a solution, .follows
through, and evaluates results, as a clue
to future action. On the other hand, the
uneducated person employs other-Meth-
ods. He. may go 'to a fortune- teller, ask
,a; friend to make the decision for him,
avoid the problem and refuse to .ailtnit
he has it, let :his :problems pile up until-
he is forded' to act from outside. pres.
sures, trust to luck to guide him, or-
employ' the method of trial and error.
Unless he 'is lucky), he eventually be-
comes- one of the neurotic personalities
of our time. Then- he rationalizes his
Mistakes and frequently says, "That's
the way-the cookie crumbles."-

Iv
Unit teaching first came into educa-

tional discussion. about x926,,and Mor-
rison was the first to write .about it.
:Early .attempts at unit teaching, how-
-ever, were quite different from the bet-

6
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ter Methods that are-known today. Early
-units were ,formal in nature and often
followed the traditional school in,actual
method. The five steps ,Of Herbart
preparation, presentation, comparison,
generalization, and applicationwere
sometimes- used. These- formal units
Were generally teacher conceived and
dominated. Students assumed a passive
role. Unit teaching-as it was first :known
Was primarily, a different organization of
subject, matter. The teaching method
shoWectlittle change.

In the 1930's and 1940's; English
teachers who were studying guidance be-
gan to see that non-directive guidance
techniques coulae an- effective English
approach. They saw that many of the
problems dealt with in guidance offices
and homerooms were :primarily the
problems of all students, and that these
problems are also the very content of
language- and literature in the English
classroom. They began to see that the
Close relationship_ between guidance and
the teaching of English lies in the fact
that the -English teacher by virtue of the
very tools with Which: he dealsreading,
Writing, speaking, listening, observing,
dernonstrating, thinking,--Plays a vital
role in the personal-and- social develop-
ment that lies at the very heart of the
guidance philosophy. They saw that the
tools of guidance are the tools- of lan-
guage. In other words; the tools of
language are the key to self-realilation.
Further analysis revealed that the guid-
ance process itself was a process of prob-
lem solving, and that for all practical
purposes, non - directive, guidance is a re-
,flective thinking- process. To these Eng

fish, teachers it, became- obvious that the
focus in English should be upon -the
power of language -in the life of the stu-
dent, for it is through the language -arts
that the student is able- to get life into
manageable form and become that which
he has-in him to: be. Such-a 'philosophy
did not mean that there was no need fOr.
Specialized guidance services in the
school, but it did, emphasize that the
English teacher 'had a, definite guidance
function. Thus came into existence gUid-
ance units in English.

In 195o, Sniith, Stanley, and Shore
first wrote about-process units, and with
their writing came increasing interest in
the actual process by which the unit is
taught.. At about the same time, Alberty
was Writing-about problem solving units
in the coke curriculum and again empha-
sizing the importance of both content
and process. Although there haS been a
great deal of argument regarding types'
of Units, such argument is not pertinent
to the issues presented here. Regardless
of the:nature of the material dealt with
in- the unit whether it be a concrete
-problem, abstract problem, theme; or eit-
periMent, it is the unit process that is
of the essence. The real contribution of
these various men and, movements was
to increasingly emphasize problem solV-
ing or reflective thinking as- the heart
and core of all unit teaching. As time
passes on, increasingly English teachers
:are using a reflective thinking or prob
lem.solving approach as they are able to
comprehend it.

While- the.- actual problem solving
processes may vary a little with each dif-
ferent subject area, the English teacher is
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most concerned with how they apply to
the teaching of English. It is for this rea-
son-that,I gist anvillustration of the ear-
lier -and the revised unit- approach-the
first is the formal teacher dominated ap-
proach; the second is the ir are recent
problem solving approach.

A few years ago I visited and ob-
served in the classroom of an. English
teacher who was conducting a unit on
"The Role of the Newspaper in the
World Today.",This teacher began vthe
unit by announcing that the students
were going to undertake a unit on the
aforementioned title. The teacher spent
considerable time telling the students
why it was important for them to make
a- study of the newspaper, - then -she, old
them that the ,next- day the class would
set up objectives for the unit study.

In the meantime, class members were
to give some attention to the objectives.
The next day: in class, the students
agreed upon a list of objectives for the
unit; questions they wished to answer.
It was interesting to note that -their
questions were primarily material, that
the teacher 'had given them in the lec
turd the day before. The teacher then
announced a series of activities_ that the
class would undertake in the study of
thevunit. These activities procec...:ed in a
systematic way. As each activity was un-
dertaken, the teacher brought to the
class any materials : needed, gave specific
instructions on how each' piece of work
was to be cone, and saw that these ac.
tivities were- carried out. Some,_of the
activities undertaken included 'the daily
reading of- the local newspaper and a
discussion of local' news items. No atten-

tion was given to the accuracy of report-
ing. There seemed to be a feeling that if
an article appears in the press it is

valid. A local newsman spoke to the class,
and built up' a strong argument for his
paper and the press in general. He was
a delightful: speaker and won the sup-
port of the ,group. The students then
wrote letters to the editor on a rather
noncontroversial subject. The letters
were graded, returned to the students,
and presumably 'mailed. -Students were
encouraged to write articles of school in-
terest for the school newspaper. Several
did. Some "vocabulary words relating to
the press Were studied. During the'
month that the unit was in progress, the-
daily work 'laboriously dragged von. By
the end of :the unit,, the students Were
restless and ready for a change.- The,
teacher, realizing that the students had
lost interest; decided to bring the unit to
an end with a class evaluation. In the
_evaluation, the stiidents agreed that they -
had 'learned how to read the newspaper,
recognized the importance. of reading,
and expected to Confirmtheir interest by
making a ditily reading of the newspaper
a. part of 'their 'lives. The teacher then
announced that it was time to move on
to another -Unit, which would be a study-
Of Macbeth:

After had observed the teaching of,
the newspaper unit, I determined to try
this unit -Using a, 'different approach,
method, and ,plan.. I decided to use :the_
unit process. My own personal goals
were not only 16 help students improve
their use of specific language, skills, but
also to make `them critical readers o_ f
newspapers. From: .past experiences,
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knew that many of the students believed
that anything in print was truth. They
had probably developed such a belief
because most of their educational experi-
ence hacIbeen rooted in a firm belief in
the word. of the press. Many had gone
through school proving their points with
such remarks as this, "I can prove it be-
cause I read it in
Also I had observed that many of my
students equated being arrested with be-
ing guilty, considered all advertising as
an honest presentation of fact, thought
almost any sale a good buy, and general-
ly felt that the highest honor that a
girl could achieve would be a photo-
graph in the society section.

Now I could have told the students
the strengths and weaknesses of a news-
paper, of its worth and limitations. But.
I knew that learning comes from within,
not from without, and that,students are
more apt to use fruitfully' knoWledge
gained through self-discovery. For this
reason, I presented the unit in a problem
solving context. I did this by making
reprints of articles on the same subject
but from different newspapers. I used
three different newspapers for this and
selected an article from each on the same
topic but with varying interpretations.
I passed, out reprints of, the first article
for the class to read. Class discussion fol-
lowed, but there were few comments.
In general, the class' members agreed
with the reporter. I then gave them a
second article to read. There were some
comments that this article was not in
complete agreement with, the first, but
not much excitement about it. Then I
gave them the third article. But this

time students were puzzled at discrep-
ancies and differences of opinion in- re-
porting the news. I let them wrangle
over these differences in class discussion
before I took action. In other words, I-
allowed them to come face to face with
a felt difficulty and problem: Finally I
halted the discussion and said, "What is
the issue in this discussion? What is it
that you want,to know? Let% define the
problem."

Now the students entered the second
phase of the-unit process, when they de-
fined the problem as they saw- t in view
of their recent experiences. I did not
define the problem for the students.
Through the use of the chalkboard to
examine- carefully teletted answers, I
patiently took time for the students to
agree upon a_statement of the probkm
'and a series of questions that they shoUld
answer if they were to become intelli-
gent readers of the news. Now I asked
how the class could proceed to make a
study of this problem so as to gain the
needed insight. The stUdents suggested
numerOus Ways: -( ) Daily reading of,
different papers to see differences or
similarities in reporting, (2) Reading
news magazines for a similar purpose,
(1) Searching, for books in the library
that discuss the magazine and newspaper
field,. (4) Calling in local reporters for
class interviews, (5) Getting 'personal
accounts of news reporting from biogra-
phies of famous newsmen, -(6) Inter-
viewing' people in' the community who
had complained about being misrepre-
sented in the news, (7) Practicing news
reporting themselves to see what diffi-
cUlties arise. I shared in the suggestions
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for this cooperative researchi, but I did,
not dictate them. For I did not wish to
kill initiative and creativity. .

Next the class co-operatively agreed
upon a plan of action. They then pro-
ceeded to carry out their plans, and I
acted as a catalyst and guide. As the stu-
dents began the study and eXploration,
they found' a need to go to the library
for resource materials_pertaiiiing the
problem at hand: The librarian helped
the students find books and materialSre-
lating to their' study., Perhaps it was
necessary for both librarian and- stUdents
to consult the card catalogue, the Read-
er's Guide, encyclopaedias, andbiblicqk
raphies. In addition, ,stUdents used ithe
library to investigate current magazines
and newspapers. It was through .the
sources of the library, for example, that
they- were able to compare original. ar-
ticles with Reader'S Digest condensa-
tions of them. It Was from the Reader's
Guide that students -discoverediarticles
on "How to Read the Chicago Tribune"
and "All the ,News that Fits the Pat-
tern." (April and May issues of Harp-
ers) 1949.) The students found espe-
cially helpful. William Burton's
,Education for Effective Thinking and
S. I. Hayakawa's Language in Thought
and Action. Copies of Liebling's The
Press and Edgar Dale's How to ,Reaii
a Newspaper were also found on the li-
brary shelves. In addition there Were
the autobiographies, of newsmen and
journalists telling their own personal Or

periences in the newspaper field. The.
unit took,the stUdenti-to' the schoOl
brary, to the public:library, and into the
community. It ,made; them active -re-
searchers and- 'problem solvers: This is
quite, a contrast to the self-contained
English classroom where students are
spoonfed ,from a single. text ,orleVeral
volumes that the 'teacher himself' has
brought to .there for use.. 'The unit
procesi: Makes stUdent$ active- seekers, Of
knowledge, makeS Mein' creators of their
own textbooks as they synthesize the
source material.

As the ,unit ,proceededi the students
set up -class discussion -periods, small'
group discussion pericicls, panel discus-
sions, 'at well -as written
assignments to share their knowledge.
As the unit ended! they .evatuated What-
they had learned about the' Original
problem. Also they established .guide-
lines for the evalUatiOn of newspapers
that Would-guide their future reading.

One final thought in conclusion. You
have heard arguments in recent years,
concerning whether or not high, sthool-
students should write research. papers
tome teachers say yes, some say no._ I
think such statements in theinselves in-
dicate a lack Of clarifiCation of the unit
process. Students taught by the unit
process-- writexesearch. papers from -early
school years on through the-senior high
school days. Properly done, 'a research
paper is a write-up- of a unit of study
-Conducted by the unit process.

from
Tira-Ebtroanonia,Fonvac, March, 1963


